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William Shakespeare, the Bard of Avon on the London stage
Here is what we know about William Shakespeare: he was baptized in
Stratford-upon-Avon on 26 April 1564; his father was John
Shakespeare, a glover and his mother was Mary; he married Anne
Hathaway in 1582; he fathered three children, Susanna and the twins,
Judith and Hamnet; he disappears from public records from 1585 -1592;
he arrives in London in 1592 where he writes plays and poems; he
leaves London after The Globe theatre burns down in 1613; he died on
23 April 1616; he left behind a will. We do have six surviving
signatures attributed to him, mostly to purchase property and one as part
of his will. His signatures spell his name differently every time. His
image appears in the First Folio, which we consider to be fairly accurate as this collection of his
plays was assembled by longtime colleagues. That’s it and most of that is based on documentary
evidence. The rest is left to speculation.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream in the
Context of Bill’s Oeuvre
The first production of MSND dates around 1595
and first appeared in print in 1600. MSND was
written around the time of Romeo and Juliet. This
is significant since the “play within a play” in
MSND includes a version of the 5tragedy of
Pyramus and Thisbe, two Babylonian lovers who
must meet in secret since their families harbor a
deep hatred for each other. Ovid popularized their
sad story in his Metamorphoses. Shakespeare
incorporated allusions to Ovid throughout his works and many Elizabethans read the
Metamorphoses’ moral tales in Greek, Latin, French or English.
It is difficult to pinpoint when and where MSND was first performed, but it seems to have been
New Year’s Day entertainment at court with minimal scenery and costumes on January 1, 1605.
There is plenty of evidence that after the initial production the play became a popular
entertainment at aristocrats’ weddings based on references in contemporary diaries and letters. It
continued to remain popular from the Restoration thru the Victorian period to the present.
Sources:
Inquiries Journal

http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/105/ovids-metamorphoses-and-the-plays-ofshakespeare
Shakespeare Comes Alive!
https://shakespearecomesalivefall2016.wordpress.com/performance-history-3/

MSND’s Sources
Most of Shakespeare’s plays draw explicitly from specific source material, including direct
inspiration from pre-existing plays, popular tales or historical accounts. A comedy written a few
years before MSND, A Comedy of Errors, is Bill’s
adaptation of The Menaechmi, a Roman play which
remained popular in translation throughout the 16th
century. On its surface, MSND seems wholly original,
but upon closer examination the play draws on the
Theseus and Hippolyta narrative thread from “The
Knight’s Tale,” one of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, as
well as Plutarch’s Life of Theseus, another Roman text.
The sad tale of Pyramus and Thisbe can be found in a
number of versions that would be familiar to
Shakespeare including another Chaucer source,
Legend of Good Women. And their tragic love story
inspired not only the play within in a play in MSND,
the narrative tropes in that source material are more
fully developed for pathos rather than bathos in Romeo and Juliet, possibly written concurrently
with MSND.
Ovid’s Meatmorphoses offers the most celebrated collection of stories of transformation that
became the model for other writers from the Roman period through Shakespeare’s time. Fellow
Roman, Apuleius writes his own tale of The Golden Ass, translated into English by 1566. John
Lyly’s Midas (1592) appropriates directly from Ovid by describing Midas’ head being
transformed into that of an ass. An interesting side note: Bottom’s dream may be a fevered
recollection of the lesson from St. Paul’s letter to the Corinthians about the gifts God relative to
the senses.
The fairy world aspect of the play might have been inspired by the pageants created for Queen
Elizabeth to celebrate her as the “Fairy Queen.” More directly, Chaucer and Ovid provided
Shakespeare with much of the fairy world content along with an abundance of contemporary
sources on enchantment, fairies, and magic. Again, from Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, “The
Merchant’s Tale” presents a fairy king and queen arguing over a pair of lovers. And the name
“Titania” may be drawn from Ovid, referring to Titan’s daughter, who turned men into pigs. In
The Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584), Reginald Scot describes the misdeeds of a Robin
Goodfellow classified as a “domestic fairy.”
Sources for A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Shakespeare Online
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/sources/mssources.html
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Performance Convention, Genre, and MSND:
Mini Mock-Heroic Tragedy within a Pastoral Comedy
What is a pastoral comedy?
Within the broad parameters of the
comedy genre (generally understood to
end in marriage to remedy social
disorder and conflict), pastoral
comedies examine the difference
between the complexity urban life and
the simplicity of rural life. The world of
farmers, shepherdesses, and peasants
provides noble city dwellers a refuge
from their troubles and possible
solutions for fractured relationships
between parents and children as well as
quarreling lovers. As You Like It is the
best example of this form, but many scholars place MSND in this subgenre as well. The farmers,
shepherdesses, and peasants are replaced by the regents of the fairy world and their minions.
What is a mock-heroic tragedy?
Shakespeare often uses the “play within a play” convention. Hamlet turns amateur playwright
creating “The Mousetrap” to parallel the events which led to his father’s death and to expose his
uncle’s complicity to gain the throne. Love’s Labour’s Lost features a “pageant of the Worthies”
to extol comically the virtues of study and scholarship.
In Shakespeare’s England where acting became increasingly professionalized, amateur groups
still routinely mounted theatricals for feast days and secular festivals with varying degrees of
skill and polish. Heroic tales like the tragic love story of Pyramus and Thisbe proved popular
among these aspiring thespians. Bottom inadvertently turns a tragedy into a “mock heroic,” a
fairly sophisticated literary genre, which parodies or satirizes a well-known heroic tale, usually
drawn from the Greek and Roman tradition.
Source:
“Mechanicals in MSND,” Simon Callow, British Library, 15 March 2016
https://www.bl.uk/shakespeare/articles/mechanicals-in-a-midsummer-nights-dream

The Social Hierarchy and Four Levels of Action in MND

Athenian Court: “I beg the ancient privilege of Athens:/As she is mine, I may dispose of her”

The play establishes in the first scene that marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta is the inciting act
for what is to follow. During the Renaissance, Athens signifies the birthplace of democracy, a
wellspring of culture, a well-ordered society. This royal marriage brings stability after Theseus
defeats the Amazons by making Hippolyta queen of Athens. And, it is Theseus’ privilege to do
so since Hippolyta is technically a spoil of war.
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In turn, Theseus, the figure of law and order in Athens, is called on by Egeus to rule in the matter
of the marriage between his daughter, Hermia and his preferred suitor, Demetrius. The promise
of marriage ensuring stability is thrown into question as Hermia would prefer to defy her father
and marry Lysander. Hermia’s challenge to her father’s and her sovereign’s authority creates the
conflict that drives the play into the forest and intersects the noble Athenians with the fairy world
and the mechanicals.
As a genre convention of comedy, marriage endures as the primary means to maintain social
order and comedies generally end with marriage (and usually with multiple marriages cutting
across several classes or age groups). This play wastes no time establishing the importance of
marriage as a key element of a civilized, rational society.
The Young Lovers: “The course of true love never did run smooth”
As Hermia defies the “ancient privilege” of her father to determine whom she will marry, she
decides to flee into the forest with Lysander, her preferred mate. As this is a comedy,
complications to that simple plan must arise, so it comes as no surprise that Hermia’s lifelong
friend, Helena, is smitten with Lysander and follows the errant couple into the woods, followed
by Demetrius, smitten by Hermia.
Unlike the relationship between Theseus and Hippolyta which signifies what is socially best for
Athens above what might be romantically best for the former rivals, these headstrong youths
follow their hearts and yield to their infatuated desires. They flout all decency and propriety by
going into the woods alone, though Lysander’s initial plan aims to get Hermia delivered to a
possibly sympathetic aunt and make plans from there. And once again as this is a comedy, we all
know what happens to those best laid plans.
The younger, untested generation that the lovers represent push against the conventions of
reason, order, and propriety that is the bedrock of Athenian society. And, isn’t it always so with
headstrong youth, no matter the time and place.

The Mechanicals: “Lord, what fools these mortals be!”
Nick Bottom and his merry band of amateur thespians actually follow a grand tradition dating
back to ancient Athens and continuing across Europe throughout the Medieval Age into the
Renaissance. Before acting was professionalized, it fell originally to the citizens of Athens, and
later the trade guilds, to supply the money and manpower to create plays for the City Dionysia in
Athens and later theatrical events staged outside of Roman Catholics churches to teach the
biblical stories, the lives of the saints as well as moral lessons in allegorical tales.
Nick Bottom’s crew represent a variety of trades. In many communities, specific trade guilds
specialized in particular theatrical events, especially if the story told featured some element that
celebrated their trade skill or product. For example, shipbuilders and fishmongers would favor
creating a theatrical event involving the story of Noah, while goldsmiths would showcase their
handiwork in the story of the Magi. The Nick’s earnest, ragtag group is not indicative of the
artistic heights guilds would ascend to create lavish spectacle and credible amateur actor
performances.
The Mechanicals certainly appealed to the groundlings who attended public performances of the
play. This element of the play proved so popular that by the mid-1600’s a version of MSND
called a “droll.” It cut the lovers plot out entirely and made Bottom the play’s central character.
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Fairy World: “I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,/Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows”
The fairy world is the inverse of the seemingly well-ordered court of Athens. The intersection of
the fairies with the mortals add a heaping dose of irrationality to the Athenians’ experiences in
the forest. If there is any lingering discord between Theseus and Hippolyta it is well concealed or
artfully restrained in the service of decorum and social order. When Oberon and Titania first
meet in the play, Oberon’s first line sums up their discord, “Ill met by moonlight, proud Titania.”
The king and queen of the fairies quarrel over a changeling, but their sniping and posturing
seems to more inveterate than provisional – the old “make up to break up” cycle of relationship
drama.
Of all the fairies poised to serve their fractious sovereigns, Puck (aka Robin Goodfellow) makes
the most of its agency in serving Oberon in this round of the royal grudge match. Puck is the
bridge between the fairy and the mortal world which escalates complications for the lovers’
escapades and the mechanicals’ preparations. The irrationality Puck introduces into the mortal
world arrives in the form of the love potion squeezed from a flower wounded by Cupid’s arrow.
Source:
https://public.wsu.edu/~delahoyd/shakespeare/mnd1.html

“Into the Woods”: Implications of the Forest
Setting in Bill’s Comedies
The forest plays an important role in a number of
comedies that go back to Greek and Roman theatre
traditions. It is a place of escape from the restrictive
social norms of the city, the court, the urban family. In
MSND, the forest provides a place for Hermia to flee
and seek refuge when her father exerts his “ancient
privilege” to determine whom she will marry. The
freedom promised by the forest also provides potent
challenges to test characters’ self-concept, personal
relationships, and goals for self-realization. The presence of urban interlopers challenges the
denizens of the forests as well.
From a Jungian archetypal approach, the forest can be a dark, dangerous, hidden world a place of
sexual awakening and, many times, death. Now the sexual awakening piece is certainly the stuff
of comedy, while the possibility of death, the stuff of tragedy. The forest can be a manifestation
of the unconscious and a place to tap into the id’s more primitive instincts and impulses.
The opportunities for change, renewal or transformation in the forest ultimately leads the urban
dwellers back home with the final test of how they will be able to reintegrate into the society
they initially fled. In comedy, reintegration into that urban realm to restore social and personal
order involves marriage to ensure future stability.
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Midsummer Daze and The Rites of May: Saints, Sinners, and “Madness”
Midsummer festivities stretch back to
pagan times and they focused on making
the most of the longest day of the year and
honoring the Summer Solstice. It was a
day to throw off the shackles of social
order and moral decorum. On a day when
rules don’t apply, tales of fairy visits and
spirits making mischief were associated
with these celebrations along with more
sinister stories of ghosts of the dead
wandering among the revelers. Bonfires
were thought to ward off malevolent spirits, and brave lads leapt over those fires to predict the
height of the crops insuring a bountiful harvest by the Autumnal Equinox. People ate and drank
to their fill. Under the spell of the abundant alcohol, some revelers indulged their carnal desire.
“Midsummer madness” was largely a product of indulging so many physical appetites with
reckless abandon.
Eventually the Christian Church replaced the pagan meanings for celebrations held on June 21
by rebranding it as the Feast of St. John the Baptist. Marking the day with bonfires remained
along with an appropriate measure of feasting and revelry. Though sanctioned debauchery was
not the order of the day any longer under the stern gaze of Roman Catholic clergy (and even
sterner gaze of their Protestant counterparts), the possibility of fairies roaming the forests
creating mischief among mortals lingered in the secular imagination. Shakespeare explores what
can happen when the boundary between fairies and mortals is so porous for just one night.
Various characters in the play also refer to the “rites of May” or compare Helena to “a painted
maypole.” Shakespeare essentially conflates Midsummer and May Day festivities in the world of
MSND. Both are seasonal festivals that allow for morally relaxed behavior along with secular
singing, dancing, feasting. Interestingly, May Day became a day to celebrate the Blessed Virgin
Mary as the Church tried to suppress any celebration with pagan or hedonist roots. By the
Industrial Revolution and after the Haymarket Riots in Chicago, May 1 became a day to
recognize and celebrate the efforts workers.
Sources:
The Midsummer in UK, http://www.themidsummer.co.uk
The Giddiness of Midsummer’s Day https://www.shakespearesglobe.com/discover/blogsand-features/2020/06/24/the-giddiness-of-midsummers-day/

Magic of a Midsummer Night: Fairies & Spirits, Potions & Spells
Elizabethans had a healthy belief in magic and the supernatural including the existence of spirits,
ghosts and fairies. Even in an advanced, cultured kingdom, peasants and nobles still clung to
these old beliefs to explain what was still unknown and unexplained by science or Christianity.
The Renaissance conception of the fairy world leans heavily on figures from Classical
mythology. References to Greek and Roman deities familiar to most modern readers abound in
the MSND, along with characterizations from Celtic, Saxon, and French folklore.
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According to Leeann Whitesides in “Shakespeare and the Fairies,” there are four ways to explain
the origin and existence of fairies. Some believed fairies were fallen angels, so they were the
agents of Lucifer. They could be the unbaptized banished from heaven, so they were fated to
roam the Earth. Fairies could also be very small human beings who were cast out of society and
forced to create their own society in the forest. These three explanations lent credence that fairies
existed on spectrum that stretched from highly malevolent to merely mischievous. The broadest
way to explain the existence of fairies suggested they were part of the natural world along with
all sorts of spirits and they could be a force for good or a force for evil.
Some benign and mischievous fairies had responsibilities governing daily human activities
(tidiness) involving household tasks as well as human virtues (responsible parenting,
charitableness). Other classes of fairies possessed the knowledge to use herbs, flowers, and other
natural elements to create potions or to cast spells. Beliefs varied from region to region and
among various social classes. Many pagan superstitions centered around beliefs in fairies and
spirits granting or withholding luck or good fortune. Fairies became convenient scapegoats. You
could blame them for so many things that might befall you. Lost a sock? Blame it on a fairy!
Shakespeare did much to rehabilitate the reputation of fairies in MSND. He favored the
mischievous rather than malevolent tendencies of the fairies. The realm that Oberon and Titania
govern is parallel to the Athenian court that invades on that fateful midsummer night. That night
of all night allows the unwitting humans to penetrate the gauzy veil that conceals the fairy world.
Sources from Wordpress:
https://shakespearecomesalivesdsu2017.wordpress.com/group-one-history-of-fairies/
https://shakespearecomesalivefall2016.wordpress.com/group-three/the-supernatural-group4/
https://britishfairies.wordpress.com/2017/05/07/nymphes-and-faeries-renaissance-influencesupon-the-national-fairy/
https://whitesides2011.wordpress.com/overview-of-the-elizabethan-fairy/

Modern Film Explorations of MSND
Here is a selection of films that express the influence of MSND on the contemporary pop culture
and social discourse.
Midsummer in Newtown (2016)
A New York theater spends a summer residency with students from Sandy Hook Elementary
School creating a musical version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The film follows the
students’ auditions, rehearsals, and performance, as well as featuring several parents grieving the
loss of a child or supporting the emotional recovery of a surviving student in the aftermath of the
school shooting. Stream the film on iTunes or Amazon.
Still Dreaming (2014)
Residents of the Lillian Booth Actors Home, all retired actors, rehearse and perform A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. This engaging film, both humorous and poignant, explores the
restorative power of creativity no matter the age of the artist. Stream from the film’s website
https://stilldreamingmovie.com.
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Shakespeare Re-Told BBC series: A Midsummer Night’s Dream (2007)
This adaptation gives the play a modern vernacular makeover while preserving the lovers, the
fairy realm, and the rude mechanicals in a fairly recognizable manner. Those elements are
introduced through an engagement party thrown by Theo and Polly for their daughter, Hermia,
and James Demetrius at a posh resort called Dream Park. The Theo/Polly plot device addresses a
marriage that has gone stale and the advice from Oberon to Theo over a drink at the resort’s bar.
The bittersweet elements of this adaptation can advance a discussion of whether Midsummer
Night’s Dream, in any form is a comedy, despite ending in marriage and a sense that “all’s well
that ends well.”
Hermia and Helena (2016)
is the latest in a series of films from Argentine director Matías Piñeiro that he calls
“Shakespeareads.” He focuses on one (or here, two) of Shakespeare’s heroines in a modern
context, usually setting the action around a stage production of the Bard’s play. Two Argentine
women sort out their romantic entanglements in New York City and back home in Buenos Aires,
while one of them is working on a Spanish language translation of Shakespeare’s comedy.
Get Over It (2001)
MND gets the teen comedy treatment that was so popular in the 1990s and early 2000s yielding a
steady stream of updated vernacular versions of Shakespeare’s tragedies (O, Crazy/Beautiful)
and comedies (She’s the Man, 10 Things I Hate About You). Get Over It received little attention
even though it featured rising star Kirsten Dunst, plus then-unknowns Ben Foster, Colin Hanks,
and Mila Kunis. The film uses a high school production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream to lay
the foundation for the central modern plotline echoing Shakespeare’s romantic entanglements
and sly interventions that set the teenagers’ romantic aspirations astray and eventually aright.

Explore the appeal of the play with actors you may know:
Shakespeare Uncovered: A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Season 2 Episode 1 with Hugh
Bonneville and Rafe Fiennes. PBS Video 2012. Video available on itunes.
Better than Cliffs or Spark Notes:
Springboard Shakespeare: A Midsummer Night’s Dream Before . . . During . . . After. Ben
Crystal. The Arden Shakespeare/Bloomsbury 2013.
Make a YA connection, putting on a high school production of MSND:
This Must Be Love. Tui T. Sutherland. Harper Collins 2004.
Read a vintage bedtime story version of MSND:
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Edith Nesbit, updated by Jade Maitre. Access at
https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-a-midsummer-nights-dream-by-william_shakespeareedith-nesbit/.
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